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Pyramid (2017)
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Pyramid is a multimodal performance event in which the motion, sound and light of the performers
are in a state of balance. The key element of the performance is Kamu’s electronic composition.
The performance’s materials are the infra- and ultrasonic sounds recorded from the pyramids of
Bosnia. As a result of the composition, the entire presentation has been shaped by a symphonic
form consisting of several segments.
Thanks to modern technology, the light and sound are able to have a downright organic
relationship with each other. In the performance, both are also presented as being nearly material,
three dimensional masses. Performers Ona Kamu and Janne Marja-aho are also moving and singing
beside them. There is no traditional stand at the performance venue but rather, the seats have
been positioned in different parts of the venue. It is also possible to switch places during the
performance.

Pyramid premiered on 25.1.2017 in Pannuhalli at Kaapelitehdas (Helsinki) as a part of the repertoire
of Zodiak – Centre for New Dance.
The light- and sound-engineering used in the performance are so powerful that they are not
suitable for the most sensitive viewers. The duration of the performance is 60 minutes and there

are no age restrictions. All spatial and technical requirements are found in the technical rider.
The Ona Kamu Collective is founded in the year 2010. The core of the group’s performance is
electronic music, motion and light. Pyramid is the third instalment of a trilogy which started in
2010. The previous instalments of the performance series are Elektromys (2010), composed from
the sounds of electromyoneurography and Kamu’s first solo performance, Solutasolla (On a cellular
level) (2011).
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Working group:
Directing, music, text, motion and singing: Ona Kamu
Motion and singing: Janne Marja-aho
Spatial and light design: Jani-Matti Salo
Sound design: Jussi Matikainen
Costume design: Tiina Kaukanen
Recording of the pyramids: Heikki Savolainen
Producer: Ulrika Vilke
Production: Zodiak – Center for New Dance, Ona Kamu Kollektiivi
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More info:
Link to full-lenght video in VIMEO on request.

• Ona Kamu Collective on FB: https://www.facebook.com/onakamukollektiivi
• Ona Kamu’s website: http://onakamu.net/ - collective
• Ona Kamu on Wikipedia: https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ona_Kamu
• Link to the original site of the performance (Zodiak):
http://www.zodiak.fi/kalenteri/ona-kamu-kollektiivi- pyramidi
• Pyramid’s pressphotos: http://www.zodiak.fi/medialle/lehdistokuvat/2017/kevat/ona-kamukollektiivi-pyramidi
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